
Security Center Fleet Monitoring is purpose-built for fleet managers.  
It links all of your vehicles’ on-board technology to a unified  
system. Making your vehicles safer and easier to monitor through  
a non-proprietary and open platform. 

Key benefits 

Build on an open platform for a 
tailored experience

Unify landside and vehicle data in  
a single platform

Gain decision support tools for your 
operational tasks

Improve real-time monitoring, incident 
detection, response, and review

Secure your on-board data with  
end-to-end encryption

Add or replace onboard hardware  
at your own pace

Security Center Fleet Monitoring 
Easily monitor your fleet’s location, onboard video and vehicle telematics 

Feature note

Applications: 
Security Center, Fleet Monitoring

Industry: 
Transportation, Transit

Operations, Security

Are your systems providing a continuous picture,  
from infrastructure to vehicles? 
Retrieving, storing, and reviewing vehicle data and video can be a cumbersome process. 
Especially in a siloed environment where each tool only gives you a piece of the picture. 
Manually synchronizing these pieces and connecting them to your landside security 
system is tedious work.

Modern, unified, and open platforms provide a  
simpler way 
Proprietary systems hinder your growth by limiting the technology deployed on your 
fleet. Security Center Fleet Monitoring simplifies data transfer, prioritization, and 
synchronization, without limiting growth. Our open platform brings fleet and landside 
data into one system. This facilitates the growth of your system while streamlining  
and simplifying your operations. 
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Virtual GuardVirtual Guard
Engage a Virtual Guard in your security strategy.  DES’ highly-trained agents use the 
most advanced technologies available to proactively prevent security incidences. Fully 
customizable, our virtual monitoring service can supplement your existing protection 
services or boost your current defense. 

REDUCE 
Stop false alarms and unnecessary 
first responder dispatches. After an 
event trigger, our video verification 
agents manually validate the incident 
before taking action.        

DETECT 
We combine the most advanced video 
technologies, operating platforms and 
mobile management applications with 
cloud triggers and software analytics 
to detect early and accurately. 

Vandalism & Damage!  
Theft & Trespassing!
Accidents & Liability!

Cost of Onsite Security!
Cost of Damages!
Cost of False Alarms!

DETER 
Our situationally-trained specialists 
use two-way voice to actively engage 
with potential intruders, effectively 
nixing criminal behavior before it 
occurs.        

PATROL 
Set your preferred route and schedule, 
and our virtual guards will patrol your 
premises. Our enhanced monitoring 
center is multi-redundant, ensuring 
uninterrupted guardianship.

STOP SAVE STOP SAVE


